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Shaykha Dr. Tamara Gray is the founder of Rabata. She holds a doctorate in

leadership from the University of St. Thomas, a master’s degree in

Curriculum Theory and Instruction from Temple University, and spent twenty

years studying traditional and classical Islamic sciences, Quran, and Arabic

in Damascus, Syria. Dr. Gray worked in the field of education for twenty-five

years before moving into the non-profit world. 

 

 Dr. Gray is also a translator, author, and public speaker. Her publications

range from several culturally appropriate English language curriculum

programs to translations of sacred texts. Dr. Tamara’s most recent work is

the translation of A Compendium of the Sources on al-Sīra al-Nabawiyya, her

book Joy Jots: Exercises for a Happy Heart is in its second printing, and her

latest creative nonfiction work, Project Lina: Bringing Our Whole Selves to

Islam, came out in 2020. 

 

Dr. Gray is often engaged to speak on issues of gender, leadership, Islam,

and spirituality - locally, nationally, and internationally. Some of her platforms

have included the International Leadership Association, the World Parliament

of Religions, the Islamic Society of North America, and several universities

including Princeton, Virginia Tech, and Oxford University. 

 

Dr. Gray sits on the board of the Collegeville Institute’s Inter-religious

Fellows Program, working to develop educational programming for faith

leaders around social justice issues, and on the academic council of The

Islamic Seminary of America, where she is also a faculty member.

Rabata promotes positive cultural change

through creative educational experiences,

spiritual upbringing, and community care.

SPIRITUAL UPBRINGING 

Spiritual upbringing is a lost art.

It is the art of reaching the heart

and mind of a mentoree so that

she feels inspired to turn to

Allah. It is gently helping her

see her current state and the

heights she is capable of

reaching. It is the strengthening

of a student's knowledge,

understanding, and spiritual

practice. 

 

Spiritual upbringing is the way

of our Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص, as

evidenced by his interaction

with his companions and the

historical tradition of our faith.
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THEORY OF CHANGE

At Rabata, we work to build a

better society through the

educational and spiritual

development of women by

women, amplifying the female

voice in scholarship and

publishing, and graduating

teachers and religious leaders

ready to serve their communities.

 

OUR VISION

Rabata envisions a rising tide of

Muslim women teachers, faith

leaders, and community stewards

in every digital and local

neighborhood around the world.

 

the values of:

 OUR VALUES 

Rabata works to create positive

cultural change through

 

Personal Power

Meaningful Relationships

Long-term Commitment

Selfless Service

Ethos of Joy

Courage

 


